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CORE VALUES
Integrity :: Striving to do the
“right” thing, ethically and morally, always guided by the best interests of our consumers and the
community.
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Respect :: For the dignity of individuals regardless of their state of
mental health.
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Compassion :: Demonstrang
caring and empathy in all our relaonships.
Accessibility :: Ensuring the
availability and connuity of our
direct services to those who
might beneﬁt from them.
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EXECUTIVE REPORT
Heather DeBruyn, Executive Director & Ian Raven, President
Raising awareness of mental health has been a core part of CMHA’s naonal mission for nearly a century
and, today, the goal of raising awareness connues to be an important part of the work that CMHA
branches across Canada do. But the last few years have seen a paradigm shiB: there is iniave not just to
raise awareness, but to raise the status of mental health.
For most, the disncon is subtle. A very crude comparison is to say that
the goal of raising awareness is to help our communies become more
inclusive of people who experience mental health problems, while the
goal of raising status is to promote recognion of mental health as a universal experience. We all have mental health, just as we all have physical
health. For many, however, talking about physical health is much easier.

The goal of raising
status is to
promote
recognition of
mental health as a
universal
experience.

This is best illustrated through every day experience. Family, friends, coworkers, and indeed even people we barely know will tell us how they
feel physically. A person will not hesitate to say that they feel a cold coming on, or that they have a headache, or that their knee is giving them
trouble, or that they think they pulled a muscle in their back on the weekend. People are not as willing to
share that they feel anxiety, or extreme sadness, or that they are experiencing intrusive thoughts.

Move beyond
terms like
“physical health”
and “mental
health” to a more
unified concept of

This observaon is encapsulated in a queson that CMHA began asking
Canadians when it celebrated the 63rd annual Mental Health Week in
May 2014: “Are you ﬁne or phine?” CMHA Naonal’s CEO, Peter Coleridge, summarized the crux of the queson by stang: “Too oBen people
claim to be feeling ﬁne when they do not feel ﬁne. Many may be experiencing poor mental health, but do not want to talk about it or seek support because of the discriminaon and sgma associated with mental
health problems.”

wellness .

Generang conversaon on this topic was at the heart of CMHA’s Be
Mind Full awareness campaign launched naonally near the start of
CMHA Elgin Branch’s 2014-15 ﬁscal year. This iniave promotes moving
beyond terms like “physical health” and “mental health” to a more uniﬁed concept of wellness. Wellness
is a balance across all domains of a person’s life – social, vocaonal, mental, physical, etc. – and we are
learning more and more that these domains of funconing are powerfully linked.
Canadian Mental Health Association, Elgin Branch
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How do we help people achieve wellness? During the 2014-15 ﬁscal year, CMHA Elgin Branch began the
journey with its members by promong inclusion in a broader range of acvies designed to enhance social, vocaonal, and physical funconing:
 We introduced innovave ﬁtness acvies for our members, such as DrumFit and our Mood Walks
program. Our Mood Walks program in parcular received aJenon from the CBC, which joined our
members on a walk and broadcast the experience. Our program helped inspire Mood Walks programs across the province.
 We connued to build upon the vocaonal rehabilitaon programming we introduced in the previous
ﬁscal year by expanding our social ﬁrms to include catering, cleaning, and lawn maintenance services,
helping our clients enhance their employment skills.

How do we help people achieve wellness?
A ﬁnal important step in achieving wellness is to help pave the way for people to be well. We believe that
this is the most important work our organizaon can do and that our staﬀ contribute to this every day.
There is, however, one example worth sharing that provides a glimpse not only into one of the ways the
road to wellness can be built, but also into how people in our communies are becoming more willing to be
part of that vision:
Lisa Appleby is a case manager in our organizaon who provides transional support to people
with mental illness who have had signiﬁcant contact with the jusce system. She works closely
with the South West Centre for Forensic Rehabilitaon to help reintegrate individuals who have
been referred to the Centre for treatment back into the community in a highly supported and
graduated way. Lisa worked with a man who was repeatedly confronted with reminders of the
past acons for which he was found not responsible. There were online arcles about him that
exposed him to discriminaon and sgma, signiﬁcantly interfering with his recovery. Lisa advocated inexhausbly to have the arcles removed, and aBer thoughKul consideraon, Guelph
Mercury, the media outlet that had originally published the arcles, agreed. This was groundbreaking and inspiring. In a leJer she sent to the Editor, Lynn Haddrall, thanking her for her support, Lisa wrote: “You have and will connue to make a signiﬁcant diﬀerence by taking a stand
for many who are unable to take a stand for themselves. Individuals like yourself are the start of
systemic changes in how we represent and do not misrepresent those living with mental health
in the media.”
The end of a ﬁscal year is a me for us to recognize the community partnerships that help to make our mission and vision possible, and for the valuable contribuons of our Board of Directors and our staﬀ.
Most signiﬁcantly, we can never stop praising the accomplishments of our members each day and each
year in their personal journey to wellness.
Be well.
Canadian Mental Health Association, Elgin Branch
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2014-15 REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES

4,655,268

REVENUE

Base Program & Operaonal Funds1

206,900
One-Time Infrastructure Funds1

410,781
Supporve Housing Rent Revenue

426,442

5,899,170

Homelessness Prevenon (CHPI)2

199,779
Fundraising, Donaons, Other

1

Ministry of Health & Long-Term Care

2

Community Homelessness Prevenon Iniave

Statement of Operaons - Prev. Year Comparison
Revenues
Expenditures

2014-15 ($)
5,899,170
5,696,356

2014-15 ($)
6,048,349
5,983,291

Net Operaonal Amount
Amounts receivable from (repayable to) MOHLTC
Transfer to Replacement Reserve Fund

202,814
(2,257)
11,411

65,058
29,090
11,411

Excess for Year

189,146

82,737

Canadian Mental Health Association, Elgin Branch
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2014-15 REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES

3,667,635

EXPENDITURES

Staﬃng & Purchased Services

1,583,158
Facilies, Equipment, Supplies

86,622
Professional Services

5,696,356

87,356
Training, Educaon, and Meengs

81,815
Bank Charges, Financing, Insurance

120,518
Staﬀ & Member Travel

69,252
Municipal Taxes, Clients Unable to Pay Rent, and Other

Revenue & Expenditures

Dollars ($)

Previous Year Comparison
6,200,000
6,000,000
5,800,000
5,600,000
5,400,000
Revenue

2014-15
5,899,170

2013-14
6,048,349

Expenditures

5,696,356

5,983,291

Canadian Mental Health Association, Elgin Branch
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CASE MANAGEMENT
Christian Daboud, Program Director

The Case Management team consists of an Intake Case Manager (ICM), a Forensics Transional Case Manager, and 13 Intensive Case Managers (two of which focused on serving East Elgin and one focused on serving West Elgin).
The Intensive Case Management program connues to grow and develop
in to an eﬀecve catalyst for recovery. ABer the extensive program review during our previous ﬁscal year,
staﬀ are now focused on using our
Recovery Plan Template. This tool
was created in collaboraon with
staﬀ to assist clients stay on track on
their recovery oriented goals. The
tool summarizes the strengths and
barriers towards achieving wellness.
It enumerates the speciﬁc tasks,
melines and people responsible
(client, staﬀ, family, other agencies,
etc) in accomplishing these tasks.
What we have found is that case managers and clients are able to stay more focused and stay on track
while working on reaching wellness. Clinical and goals oriented conversaons are happening more frequently through scheduled supervision. These supervision meengs take place every 4 to 6 weeks between
the program director and two case managers. The intent of this meeng is to increase clinical discussion,
accountability, and support to staﬀ. A testament to the success of the implementaon of this clinical best
pracce is that case managers have requested that these supervision meengs be increased in length. They
report feeling more prepared and supported in their eﬀorts to provide service to clients as result.
Tangible evidence of the impact of clinical supervision is some decrease in the length of me clients stay in
the program. In other words the me between intake and discharge is decreasing overall. This in turn has
increased our capacity to oﬀer more mely and almost immediate assistance if clients require support aBer
discharge.
Canadian Mental Health Association, Elgin Branch
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Further evidence of the impact of clinical supervision is the connued eliminaon of a waitlist to the program. Finally, the increase eﬀecveness and eﬃciency has led to less reliance on the Crisis team to deal
with urgent maJers. Almost all “crisis” situaons during dayme hours (and into the early evening) are being dealt with by Case Managers.
Our intake process has been considerably stream lined.
The goal has been to promote the principle of “every
door is the right door.” We are no longer having only
the intake case manager iniate this work. Staﬀ from
all programs are being encouraged to iniate the data
collecon and client orientaon funcons of intake. In
other words, a call to Crisis may trigger the intake process thus liming the me a client has to retell their
story and reduce the me between “ﬁrst contact” and
formal admission to a CMHA program.
Chrisna MacEvoy, our Intake Case Manager, has taken the lead in creang an intake sub-commiJee to promote this new approach to intake across CMHA. Increasing readiness to welcome new clients in to the organizaon has been driven by an increased awareness of our services in Elgin County. Much of this increased community awareness is the result of the exceponal work of Kym Briggs and Lindsay PePt. These
two case managers have conducted dozens of trainings of Mental Health First Aid (developed by the Mental Health Commission of Canada) across St Thomas and Elgin County.
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the reless work of Regina Wolfe, our Court Support Case Manager.
Her work as part of the Human
Services and Jusce Coordinang CommiJee has led to
the creaon of a document
that outlines the model for the
future Elgin Therapeuc Court.
Therapeuc Courts have been
implemented in neighboring
counes to facilitate the provision of services to people embroiled with the legal system.
The intent is to decrease recidivism by increasing access to
social services and mental
health services in parcular.

Canadian Mental Health Association, Elgin Branch
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Prevention and Early Intervention Program for Psychoses

EARLY INTERVENTION
Kelly Hoogstra, Program Director

Our Prevenon and Early Intervenon Program for Psychoses (PEPP) is delivered to people of Elgin County
who have experienced a ﬁrst episode of psychosis. 2014 saw the expansion and growth of this program.
The CMHA PEPP team is made up of a psychiatrist, PEPP Case Manager and PEPP Therapeuc Recreaonist.
Our primary psychiatrist providing support is Dr. Noel Laporte. Dr. Laporte aJends CMHA for one half day
a week and provides the integral and essenal care needed for the people in this program. Care is provided in a relaxed atmosphere that is NOT hospital located. Many people have a fear of the hospital, so having Dr. Laporte come and work in the community is another bonus to the people requiring his service.
PEPP is unique in that the care provided is given to the client as well as to the clients immediate support
circle, usually their parents. The PEPP Case Manager co-ordinates the treatment and care of the client, as
well as provides educaon and support to the loved ones of the client. This equates to a more intense
working relaonship. In a team approach to care , the PEPP Therapeuc Recreaonist works closely with
the client to determine his/her own recreaon, leisure and social needs. Parent involvement and support
is also encouraged and promoted. We also provide opportunies for clients to experience new opportunies that are “normal” and allow for people, for a liJle while at least, to forget, they have personal struggles. Trips tubing in the winter, aJending theatre plays and going to Blue Jays games have taken place and
have been very successful and most importantly FUN!
The winter of 2015 also saw a PEPP ﬁrst in that we were able to have a student placement within the team.
We had a University of Windsor Master of Social Work student. His me with CMHA was well ulized and
he was able to develop a “PEPP Graduaon” program that we hope to ulize in the future. This program
would in part be a peer lead support program that would allow a recently discharged (graduated) PEPP client to remain connected and support, as well as allowing for ease of admission back into the program if
needed. We plan to have another student again in the winter of 2016 as their enthusiasm to learn and
work is a vital asset to CMHA.
The Elgin PEPP team has an excellent support network through the London PEPP team. This relaonship
allows for vital educaon, client consultaons and networking. Having access to this resource has enhanced their capacity to provide the best support to such a unique populaon.
I would like to thank the PEPP team for their dedicaon in seeing the program grow and develop this past
year. They did all this while sll providing excellent care and support to their clients!

Canadian Mental Health Association, Elgin Branch
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SUPPORTIVE HOUSING
Jesse Lake, Administration Director on behalf of Jacalyn Dill, Housing Case Manager

Our Supporve Housing Program experienced some truly promising growth during the 2014-15 ﬁscal
year. The City of St. Thomas is invesng in aﬀordable housing in our area with dollars streamed to our
community from the Ministry of Municipal Aﬀairs and Housing under the Community Homelessness Prevenon Iniave (CHPI). As part of this iniave, the City issued proposal requests for development of
aﬀordable housing projects. Our organizaon was approached by several developers interested in a partnership to house people with mental illness, and we were very impressed by the value the developers
placed on ensuring the proposed housing would meet the needs of our members. While the results of
the proposal selecon were not known at the end of the ﬁscal year, it was inspiring to see the interest our
community demonstrated in building a stable and sustainable housing infrastructure speciﬁcally geared to
meeng the needs of the people we serve.
The Province has shown a keen interest in
the value of supporng people with mental health problems in our community to
live independently with supports. We
ended the ﬁscal year with excing news
from the Ministry of Health and LongTerm Care Housing Division of an increase
in our base housing budget, which will
allow us to expand our housing porKolio
in the 2015-16 year by 8-10 units.
The need for housing for people with
mental health problems remains high.
We ended the 2014-15 ﬁscal year with 85 people on our wait list – a staggering increase of 93% above our
wait list count of 44 at the end of the previous ﬁscal year. This highlights the ongoing need for supporve housing in St. Thomas and Elgin County. Throughout the year, we housed 106 unique individuals.
While this represents at 15.2% decrease in individuals served from the 2013-14 rate, it demonstrates that
the individuals served have a higher rate of stability in our housing — that is, people are successfully supported in the housing and are not leaving it.
So much of the work towards our members’ recovery is helped by access to safe, stable housing, and we
ﬁnd it truly rewarding to be able to contribute to this crical factor in their journey to wellness.
Canadian Mental Health Association, Elgin Branch
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REHABILITATION
Kelly Hoogstra, Program Director

We connue to provide a wide range of opportunies for our members in our three recreaonal rehabilitaon acvity centres. This past year we were able to provide our members with opportunies for individual growth and self actualizaon, skill building, social interacon, team building, mood regulaon, exposure
to new experiences and fun!
Many of our members had
been asking for an opportunity to go camping and spend a
night “away” from their
homes. We quickly realized
that most of our members do
not have the ability to go on a
“vacaon.” The dedicated
staﬀ in Recreaonal Rehabilitaon agreed to be ﬂexible
with their own me and they
took our members to Pearce
Williams Outdoor Camp for a
one night sleep away adventure! Members slept in cabins and got to experience two
days of fun and adventure
away from their homes. Daily
hikes in the woods, sports acvies, corn roasts and evenings singing by the ﬁre were just some of the
many opportunies for fun that our members had on their “vacaon.” As soon as this adventure ended
our members were asking to go again….only longer! We plan on doing this again next September.
Another opportunity for adventure and exploring new places occurs every year with our annual trip. September 2014 saw 50 members travel to the Toronto Zoo. We traveled in style by coach bus and spent a
beauful Fall day seeing as much of the zoo as possible. The pandas from China were a delight to everyone. Our members were provided with lunch and for dinner they had a delicious meal at the Mandarin
Chinese Food buﬀet. Our planned trip for 2015 is in October to the Ripley’s Aquarium, and already the excitement is overﬂowing.
Canadian Mental Health Association, Elgin Branch
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GePng out into the community is a real shiB in our work that we have seen in the past year. Testament to
this, is the new work we are doing with the City of St. Thomas and the privately run group homes. We have
added two Rehabilitaon staﬀ to our housing team to go in and out of the group homes assessing the people within those homes. It quickly came to our aJenon that there were many individuals who were lacking in outside supports or did not
have any supports at all. Many
people have been linked to doctors,
optometry, CCAC, psychiatry, ODSP
and banks. We have also been able
to provide therapeuc recreaon
supports for group home residents.
The most signiﬁcant aspect has
been to expose them to opportunies for recreaon and leisure. We
were stunned to ﬁnd many residents who went days and days
without ever leaving the home. We
are seeing success in engaging
these individuals in services, as people are now excited and more willing to aJend oungs when they know our staﬀ are coming to the homes. We also provide in house recreaon programming. Through this program we learned at Christmas last year that socks were a major need
idenﬁed by many of the people we were supporng. We put a call out to the community and the community responded, overwhelmingly! In three days, our community donated 1200 pairs of socks, to be distributed to every group home resident in me for Christmas.
The 2014 year ended with our Annual Christmas Dinner in Dance. This is always a fabulous event as members and staﬀ get to celebrate the Christmas season together with food, music, dance and entertainment.
2014 saw our members being treated to fantasc draw prize – spa package, art package, shopping package,
pet package, a television and a bike, all donated by CMHA Case Managers who took it upon themselves to
fundraise in order to provide these giBs for our members. It was a highlight of the evening and smiles on
the faces of the prize winners was priceless. The 2015 event will be held on Friday, December 4 and again
promises to be a delight to all!
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the staﬀ who deliver Rehabilitaon programming. They
connue to provide high quality programming and individualized client service. They are an asset and an
integral part of the lives of the people we serve.

Don’t Miss Our Next Annual Member Christmas Dinner and Dance!
Royal Canadian Legion, Friday December 4th at 3:30PM

Canadian Mental Health Association, Elgin Branch
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CRISIS OUTREACH
Kelly Hoogstra, Program Director

Our 24-Hour Crisis Outreach services connued to grow and change in the 2014-15 ﬁscal year.

“ The average time it takes
to secure housing for
people in a SafeBed is one
to two months.”
The longest stay in 2014-15
term was 164 days; the
average was 23 days.

As mes have changed and technology has changed as well,
we have adapted our services to meet the needs of the community. Many people have cell phones but are only able to
aﬀord to have it provide text messaging. Once idenﬁed, we
are able to provide Crisis supports via text messaging as well.
We have also found that many people communicate via
email. We have introduced a crisis@cmhaelgin.ca email address that will allow the community to seek assistance
through this mode of communicaon. Once a dialogue has
been established , we are able to encourage and support
face to face contacts with people.

Our community outreach has been extensive this past year. We have had many organizaons and people
contact Crisis and ask for presentaons in order to learn about mental health issues, how to support a person and where to go for help. We have provided presentaons to day care centres, bus services, military
personnel, apartment complexes, etc.
Crisis connues to manage the CMHA SafeBed program. We have access to 6 beds housed in three
-[ SAFEBEDS SNAPSHOT ]local group homes. The most prevalent trend and
There was a 7.1% increase in
reason for SafeBed housing is homelessness. The
unique individuals served by our
average me it takes to secure housing for people
SafeBeds program, but a 10.7%
in a SafeBed is one to two months. It takes me to
decrease in bed use as measured
stabilize a person as most come with some sort of
trauma and/or mental health issue. Once they are
in days. We were able to provide
stabilized and a relaonship has been developed
beds to more people and, on
with the Crisis team, work can begin to secure
average, were able to link them
funding (OW, ODPS), obtain ID, refer to addional
with supports faster, so that they
supports, search for aﬀordable housing and search
no longer needed the bed.
for furniture and home essenals. The Crisis team
connues to be creave and resourceful in advocang to meet the needs of the people the program supports.
Canadian Mental Health Association, Elgin Branch
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We learned in March of 2015 that
we were going to be able to
house our Crisis team in the new
CMHA building. Moving the team
to the new locaon will allow us
to provide even beJer services to
the people of Elgin County. The
new building will provide dedicated Crisis meeng spaces, allowing
for people to meet in a safe,
warm and comfortable space.
The team will have a bigger oﬃce
allowing for comfort and easier
access to phones and computers (less sharing!) The team will also have a closer relaonship to their CMHA
colleagues in Case Management as there is much need for communicaon and planning for mutual client
supports. This is an excing me as we connue to grow and strengthen our Crisis services.

I would like to thank the Full Time staﬀ and Casual Relief staﬀ of the Crisis team. They see and hear many
horriﬁc and sad human stories every day. Their ability to bring comfort and relief to so many people is a
true testament to their commitment and dedicaon to the people we serve.

If you’re not following CMHA Elgin Branch
on Facebook, you’re missing most of the
fun! Keep up to date with our news and
events, and learn some great wellness tips!

fb.co/CMHAElgin
Canadian Mental Health Association, Elgin Branch
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STAFF
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CRISIS & SHORT-TERM SERVICES

SOCIAL REHABILITATION
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Regina Wolfe
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CLINICAL CONSULTATION

David Small

Dr. Jack Ellis

MANAGEMENT / ADMIN.

Lisa Spurgeon

Dr. Noel Laporte

Heather DeBruyn

Ashley Taylor

Iraj Omidi

Nicole Reid

Chrisan Daboud
HOUSING & PROPERTIES

VOCATIONAL REHABILIATION

EARLY INTERVENTION (PEPP)

Stephen Barkley
Shannel BuJ

Funded by

Kelly Hoogstra
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Jesse Lake
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